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Introduction

Before you can begin a VIP appreciation campaign, you first have to 
know how to define what a VIP is. That can vary by industry, brand, 
even year over year depending on company goals and marketing 
initiatives. It’s a huge conversation with a lot of moving parts – each 

brand requiring its own discovery and exploration. The purpose of this whitepaper 
is to boil the topic of VIP appreciation down to high-level recommendations your 
company can use to begin this journey. Use it to start the process of thinking 
about, observing, recognizing and rewarding your most valuable customers.
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FIGURE 1

not at risk of going elsewhere? Would you send them the same discounts even 
though they would have purchased without them? No. You wouldn’t, or you 
shouldn’t – that’s just lost revenue. 

Now, take that traditional insight and layer in the complexity of contract-
model businesses, like this telecom provider, whose data shows (see Figure 
1 below) that the top 20% of customers count for 38% of their business versus 
transactional-based industries, like retail or finance, where the top 20% of 
customers account for approximately 70% of their business. These customers 
are locked in, rarely upgrading their service (which would be a one-time 
revenue bump if they do). What is a VIP to them? How do they keep these 
customers renewing year over year? How should they be recognized, and even 
more importantly, rewarded? 

WHAT DOES A 
VIP LOOK LIKE 
TO YOU? 10%of your 

customers 

50%COUNT FOR
of your 
revenue

Traditional models prove that, on average, the top 10% of your customers 
count for 50% of revenue, and that it’s easier (and more effective) to get 
previous shoppers to return than it is to get new ones through your door. 
What do you do with that traditional insight? Do you send the same offers 

to everyone, rewarding one-time, low revenue-generating customers the same way 
you are your high revenue-generating ones? What about customers in that 10% who 
are driving large profits but shopping with you has become so habitual that they’re 

continued...>
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What’s a brand to do? It begins by recognizing that not all customers should 
be treated equally. Instead, use data insights to strategically target customers 
with incentives that will move them up one rung in your overall customer-
value lifecycle. Turn low revenue drivers into medium ones. Push medium 
revenue into high revenue. And push high revenue into the stratosphere – VIP 
status. And leave happy-where-they-are, where they are.  

Back to defining your VIPs. This is a topic with many shades of gray, so there 
will never be a one-size-fits-all answer for everyone – however, learning how 
to approach it is the first step. Are your VIPs the highest annual spenders 
whether or not they shop your products/services very often? Or, people who 
come into your store or visit your website nearly every day, but spend less 
per transaction? What about those who are such huge brand advocates and 
social influencers that it doesn’t matter how much they spend, but how much 
they promote you? These are all very good questions, and ones you should be 
asking yourself.

 

If you notice, none of these customers have the same transactional behavior 
but the value they represent to the brand could be very similar, depending on 
corporate goals. The first customer comes in often, so a targeted appreciation offer 
could push them to purchase just one more item per visit – adding up to a nice lift 
in revenue. The second customer may not ever come back into the store unless 
they’re inspired to – a thank-you campaign with offers targeted to their individual 
needs (“You bought a new home, here are some additional things you might need.” 
– or, “Upgrade to a maintenance package on your new appliances.”) could turn 
them into a more loyal, repeat consumer. The third customer isn’t as valuable 
to the bottom line but their social influence could be referring more sales than a 
spreadsheet would reveal.  

Who would you earmark as a VIP? It’s a loaded question. It truly depends on your 
current goals and marketing initiatives, and could result in the need for multiple 
types of VIPs (VIP Big Spender vs VIP Influencer) with their own, unique 
targeted initiatives – communicating to, and appreciating each, differently. 

Using the telecom example mentioned previously, they could simply recognize 
the largest contract holders as their VIPs, but that wouldn’t be effective. The 
largest contracts often have the most discounts, so while these enterprise-
level accounts are extremely valuable, so too are individual consumers when 
it comes to net revenue. Instead, this telecom company recognizes those who 
are not only valuable but highly engaged (actively participating in the brand’s 
loyalty program, providing declared data through surveys and redeeming for 
rewards – all proven to lead to longer active contract windows) and/or highly 
influential (successful Refer a Friend participants). They got here by using 
our VIP matrix methodology. More on this case study in our next section.

CUSTOMER 1 – GAMER: 
Shops every two weeks for new games and accessories. Spends an average of $100 per trip. 
This customer would represent a large niche segment with an average yearly value of $2,400.

 
CUSTOMER 2 – NEW HOME OWNER: 
Has only shopped once this year, just after moving to a new home. They stocked up on high-
ticket items – flat screen TV, surround sound system, new grill, and appliances – for a total 
one-time spend of approximately $8,000. They applied for and used the brand’s 0% private 
label credit card (PLCC).

 
CUSTOMER 3 – TECH BLOGGER: 
Shops a few times a year using seasonal discount offers (Black Friday, Cyber Monday, etc.). 
Their per-item profit margin isn’t as high and their yearly spend averages only $1,000. The 
marketing team has noticed that they’ve posted positive content about the deals they find 
online and that they have a hefty social following.

Take this example of an electronics retailer who offers a huge 
variety of products. What would a VIP look like to them? 
 

<...What does a VIP look like to you?
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Developing 
 YOUR VIP Matrix
There’s a traditional view on VIP matrices that works – but only on a 

surface level. Using it will help you see initial lifts in ROI, but eventually 
it will stagnate. You’ll also leave valuable dollars on the table for some 
customers while wasting money on others. This traditional approach 

is a Recency, Frequency, Monetary model (RFM). It relies on the easy-to-access 
data most marketers use, but it only scratches the surface – it compares how much 
a customer shops with how much they spend, as shown in Figure 2 below: 

At Kobie, we do this differently. We understand the foundation an RFM model 
will provide, then we add layers of complexity and strategy onto it. First, we assess 
where your brand is versus your competitors, outline potential whitespace, dive 
deeply into your sales and marketing goals, define key customer characteristics or 
preferred behaviors, and then create a matrix to help recognize your VIPs based 
on this information. 

Take Figure 3 below as an example, created for a fashion retail client: 

Here, we determined that this client should define their VIPs based not 
just on spend but on profit margin per transaction (deal seekers versus non-
discount shoppers) and influence (bloggers, community forum participants, 
large social following), with a VIP sweet spot targeting those who consistently 
talk about the brand positively (or could if they were inspired to) and big-
spenders who would purchase at any price point because of their emotional 
connection to the retailer. These influential trendsetters therefore should 
receive surprise-and-delight offers, special recognition, personalized service 
and other non-discounted ways to show appreciation. 

continued...>
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Social listening/scraping tools, such as LiveRamp IdentityLink, can monitor 
activity based on email, device ID, and other personally-identifying data, 
and supply the insights needed to create a matrix like this. Adding the 
ability to socially “connect” with the brand, through third-party partnership 
integrations, can allow even more insight down to the individual level. Social 
connection allows the customer to give the brand permission to see the 
content they generate outside the brand’s specific social experience – but you’ll 
have to incentivize customers to do this (loyalty program points, exclusive 
offers, etc.). It’s not something people tend to do just because they like you.

This is only one way to approach the VIP selection process. Figure 4 
showcases another matrix created for that telecom company, who reported:

As touched on previously, VIPs for this client were defined by level of engagement 
and total spend (not per-transaction profit margin since this is a subscription-based 
service that includes enterprise-level customers who have larger, more expensive 
but highly-discounted contracts). Therefore, a VIP to this brand was someone fully 
engaged and high value. 

Diving deeper into this example, in an effort to save marketing dollars, Kobie’s 
Decision Sciences analytics were overlaid onto this matrix. If customers fit into the 
Target VIP quadrant but were not showing evidence of declining engagement or 
spend (propensity to churn), they were suppressed from expensive surprise-and-
delight campaigns (content with the status quo), and only received personalized 
language in their communications reflecting the brand’s appreciation. However, 
if Target VIP customers showed signs of attrition, they received free gift cards 
and other more costly tokens of appreciation on top of this thank you language – 
significantly reducing churn. 

<...Developing Your VIP Matrix

...higher retention and less churn when customers were engaged with 
their brand in fun, interactive, point-earning ways outside of their typical 
service-oriented engagements – such as surveys, games and sweepstakes.
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continued...>

Now that you’ve defined your VIP audience, you can begin to analyze their 
behaviors. When do they shop? What do they buy? Why do they want 
it? Who are they? Figure 5 shows a grid created for a popular quick-
service restaurant (QSR) chain. Here you can easily begin to recognize 

specific characteristics that can be rewarded, incentivized or otherwise exploited 
to get VIPs to spend more or to move other customers up to more valuable tiers.  

Further analysis revealed an interesting 
surprise – VIP customers (according 
to a traditional model based on those 
who visited and spent the most) seemed 
to visit most often on a particular 
day of the week over other segments 
– Wednesdays. What was it about 
Wednesdays that customers enjoyed so 
much that they overwhelmingly bubbled 
up to the top percentile of visits/spend? 
Is it something that should be rolled out 

to other days of the week? Or perhaps a 
reason to try to get other customers to 
visit on Wednesdays so they too moved 
into this high-spend/high-frequency 
quadrant? The breakdown of most 
popular weekdays allowed for targeted 
offers to drive more store visits and 
incremental spend on other days for 
everyone, but with different targeted 
offers and language based on segment. 

CREATING 
  INSIGHTS 
        SEGMENTSBASED

ON

FIGURE 5
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CASE STUDY

Learn who your VIPs are and the impact to sales they 
have before you design your appreciation program 
and any added perks they might receive.

Associated

The marketers at one specialty retailer got a bit of a shock during their loyalty 
program pilot when they discovered the inadequacies of their customer annual 
spend model. The retailer thought their very best customers were using two 
credit cards and spending roughly $500 per year. They also thought their cash 
customers were an entirely different population. Using some of the best modelers 
in the business, they confidently set their loyalty program rewards at what they 
thought would be a stretch goal.

During the pilot, customers did what they always do with a loyalty program – 
they told the store associate to make sure they got points for every transaction. 
The retailer quickly discovered that many customers were really using up to four 
different credit cards and a third of their transactions were cash. This meant that 
the annual spend was almost double what the model had originally predicted. 
The pilot had substantially more reward qualifiers than anticipated, because the 
stretch goal was an amount that many, many customers easily met.
 
Needless to say, the reward structure was quickly redesigned for 
national rollout.

The specialty retailer also learned that their private label card customers were 
using the card for less than half of purchases. With that insight, they adjusted 
their offers and used program incentives to increase marketing efficiency and 
successfully drive use of their private label card.  

Source: Multi-Tender Loyalty Programs: Should Retailers Reward All Forms of Payment? 
Kate Hogenson, Nov. 24, 2015

Looking at the breakdown of VIP+ 
customers for this client (4% of 
accounts but 31% of sales), this is a 
great example of learning who your 
VIPs are and the impact to sales 
they have before you design your 
appreciation program and any added 
perks they might receive. 

Take this case study of a specialty 
retailer who prematurely defined what 
a VIP meant based on an inadequate 
annual-spend model, published their 
tiers and benefits, only to get a nasty 
surprise – nearly everyone turned 
out to be what they had defined as 

an “elite” spender – costing them 
substantially. They had to retroactively 
re-do their entire reward chart – which 
was a bitter pill to swallow for them 
and for their customers.

This leads to our next topic – once 
you have defined your VIPs (correctly, 
using a deep-digging analytical and 
financial model), how do you recognize 
and reward them for their loyalty? 
There are a lot of ways to do this, too. 

 

<...Creating Insights Based on Segments

Learning the hard way about 
customer credit card habits.
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FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7

continued...>

The ways you can show your appreciation are vast. Some 
brands create loyalty program tiers to communicate 
openly how a customer can move themselves from 
lower levels to higher ones with more perks (spend 

more, earn more, move up), while others offer paid VIP programs 
which allow customers to self-identify and enjoy the benefits their 
“VIP” membership comes with – such as Amazon Prime or AMC 
Stubs Premiere. And then, there are brands who define their 
VIPs behind the scenes and only begin communicating to them or 
offering them exclusive benefits once the customer has naturally 
transitioned into that quadrant and is worth the investment.

Recognition 
   Appreciation

Neiman Marcus and 
Bergdorf Goodman had an 
interesting hybrid approach 
– using both tiers with 
transparent benefits and 
unpublished thresholds 
(these tiers have since been 
made public). Figure 6 easily 
conveys this sentiment. 
While Figure 7 displays 
Sephora’s similar approach 
with no secret segments 
(that we know of, at least). 

AND 

When would you want to be stealthy with your VIP recognition and when 
would you not? That topic could get very interesting, especially across 
industries and demographics. The Neiman Marcus/Bergdorf Goodman 
example was an interesting approach because their general, naturally high-
value customers could work their way into more elevated tiers, but their 
extremely private, upper echelon, super spenders (we’ll call them the 1%), could 
receive true white glove service and direct contact with company executives 
without impacting the satisfaction of the rest of their customers. 

On the complete opposite spectrum of that scenario, a popular grab-and-
go gas station and convenience store famous for their hero sandwiches and 
piping-hot coffee, has a truly stealth approach to VIP appreciation. They don’t 
publicly define a tier structure or what added perks could be earned with more 
visits/increased spend. Instead, they award customers who land in their VIP 
quadrant with surprise-and-delight offers – those could be triggered by spend 
or visits, or tied to special seasonal events. 

TIERS
Circle One
Circle Two
Circle Three
Circle Four
Circle Five
Circle Six
President’s Circle*
Chairman’s Circle*

* Originally unpublished thresholds, 
earning criteria, and rewards structure.
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While this approach isn’t a bad one, imagine what could happen if this QSR 
chain promoted ways to earn special annual VIP perks and incentivized 
customers to get there. Or, if they had a recognition program that awarded 
special gold cards, like Starbucks – their closest (but more expensive) coffee 
competitor. Concepts like that are worth test piloting, another thing this client 
does well. Instead of going all-in, they roll out a promotion to a few select stores 
and allow the data and analytics to do the big-picture deciding for them.

Whether you choose to tier your program openly, secretly or not at all – the 
tenants of showing your appreciation for your most important customers is 
largely the same. As they move up in value, so too should the benefits they 
receive. If you’re openly promoting your program tiers, always give them 
something to strive for next, a goal to achieve, a call to action to do something 
and get something – shop, engage, earn, redeem, enjoy. The more achievable the 
goal, the faster they’ll want to get there. A visual representation of this concept 
can be found in Figure 8.

<...Recognition and Appreciation

Which appeals more?

FIGURE 8

1Source: “Illusionary Progress in Loyalty Programs: Magnitudes, Reward Distances, and Step-Size Ambiguity,” 
Rajesh Bagchi and Xingbo Li, Virginia Polytechnic Institude, Journal of Consumer Research.

PROXIMITY 
MATTERS
Loyalty to a brand and likelihood to 
choose that brand for next purchase 
increases if the member perceives that they 
are 80% of the way to a reward 
or special treatment according to 
behavioral economics research1. This 
is why reward charts across industries 
have expanded reward options at 
differing point levels. Hotels have added 
Money + Points options and reward 
levels that dynamically adjust for peak 
or off-peak periods.
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HOW 
                YOUR 
APPRECIATION 

Frequency – how much is too 
much? The standard rules 
of communication cadence 
apply to your VIPs as they 

would all your customers. Yes, you want 
to give them advanced notices about 
special offers before the general public. 
Yes, you want to send personalized 
content and exclusive event invitations. 
But no, you do not want to inundate 
your most valuable customers with 
too many messages – therefore, your 
communications calendar has to be even 
more sophisticated for this audience. 
This means you’ll need to create 
alternative versions of most marketing 
materials for your VIPs and suppress 
them from your general list (when 
applicable). Don’t force them to read the 
same messages twice – once for them 
and then again for everyone.  

At minimum, you should recognize 

their status and your appreciation 
annually – a dynamic breakdown of 
all the perks and promotions they’ve 
exclusively enjoyed – to remind them 
why they should continue to exhibit 
these VIP-esque behaviors again 
next year. This works really well for 
high-ticket brands a customer doesn’t 
interact with consistently (e.g., travel 
and hospitality), while a brand that they 
patron more frequently may want to 
send instant trigger-based, tier-achieved 
recognition on a more regular basis. 

That being said, we’ve provided a 
curated list of VIP appreciation tactics 
and campaigns. There are more ideas 
and examples than can be included in 
one whitepaper, and, of course, not all 
will apply to all brands and industries – 
but it’s a great start to get your creative 
juices flowing. 

continued...>

Surprise and Delight 
Gifts, just because (these can come in the form of loyalty currency, in-store 
bonus items, gift cards, you name it). 

• One of our bank clients recently tested a surprise-and-delight thank-
you campaign. Half their VIPs received a $10 prepaid debit card, no 
need to register it, with a letter thanking them for their ongoing, valued 
business. The other half only received the thank you note. The resulting 
lift in credit card spend was then analyzed for the following months to 
determine if a gift card outperformed a simple note of appreciation. 

Advance Notice/Early Access 
Let them be the first to know about special offers, limited-edition collections, 
and new product launches coming their way.

• Amazon built its empire upon books, and they’re not going to let that 
change anytime soon, especially with their First Reads initiative. Prime 
members enjoy advance notice on new releases and can download 
editors’ picks to their Kindle before the general public.

Exclusive Hours 
Similar to the above but allow VIPs to enjoy access to locations before or after 
everyone else. 

• Airlines and theme parks do this well with advanced boarding and 
extended hours, respectively. T.J.Maxx, Marshalls, HomeGoods and 
Sierra Trading Post open their stores early to program members 
for special occasions like Black Friday – a valuable benefit for their 
deal-seeking customer base, and it doesn’t require any other deeper 
discounting than they already planned to do.

Concierge Services
Dedicated reps customers can use for elite services. 

• American Express offers this to Platinum Cardholders, while Royal 
Caribbean Cruise Lines has a dedicated staff for high-rolling Crown 
& Anchor casino players. This white glove treatment can be the 
differentiator for extremely valuable customers you want to keep away 
from the competition. 

to show 
(AND HOW OFTEN) 
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Convenience
VIPs should enjoy pain-point alleviation other customers wouldn’t qualify 
for, such as holding items for purchase, curbside pickup, home delivery 
services, bill “tabs” and more.

• Small independently owned companies offer reserved seating (or 
mugs/glasses in the case of some bars) or the ability to put purchases 
on an internal tab and pay at a later date – of course only for their 
regulars. And what are regulars, really? Most likely, VIPs.

Rule Bending
Your program probably has a lot of rules. Consider letting VIPs break some 
of them, or be more lenient with your VIPs whether or not it is a published 
benefit. 

• Kimpton did this with their “Raid the Bar” benefit. InTouch 
members could use their $10 hotel-stay credit towards their mini-bar, 
which was a no-no for everyone else. 

Inner Circle/Exclusive Community 
While Nordstrom’s unpublished President’s Circle and Chairman’s Circle 
tiers (shown in Figure 6) is an extreme example of creating a truly unique 
VIP community, other brands are jumping on the bandwagon by creating 
engaging forum-type experiences where customers can interact with one 
another and those who do it best/most get promoted. 

• Sephora’s Beauty Insider is a notable example once again. Their 
community not only features leaderboards for most engaged but 
awards tiers as people supply and interact with more content. These 
tiers are featured on each member’s profile page. 

Exclusive Special Events
Nothing creates more buzz than exciting special events, especially when 
there’s a VIP guest list. 

• Scene 75 Entertainment Centers in Dayton, OH this past year held 
a VIP Appreciation Day. Their highest-tier customers were treated 

VIP Call Centers 
A different, unpublished dedicated phone number for service issues and support. 

• Verizon offers this as a paid tier for elite business customers, while others 
like Sephora offer it to their Rouge-level members for free. 

Skip-The-Line Access 
Different than “early access,” this is a separate queue for VIP guests. 

• A true “spoiler” alert on this one. At select theaters, AMC Stubs offers 
dedicated box office and concessions lines to their Premiere and A-List 
members – you’ve probably noticed them whizzing past you in line. Now 
you know you can enjoy that perk, too, for only $15 more a year. 

Exclusive Card 
Used most recognizably by credit card programs (gold, platinum, black).

• DSW Rewards got into the game by surprising their VIPs with a black 
DSW Premier card which earns these customers immediate respect at the 
register in addition to more points per transaction and other benefits.

Status and Badges 
Little icons can go a long way, especially if they’re hard to earn. 

• The Nike+ Run Club is an app-based rewards system that incentivizes 
members to “Just Do It,” more and more often. It includes both tiers 
(starting at Blue and working your way up to Black, or even Volt level) and 
badges for achievements. 

Memorable Interactions 
Supply your staff with the technology they need to immediately recognize VIP 
members and access their account history (iPads and beacons in store, account 
profile for call centers). Associates can add notes to it such as special dates, 
children’s names, personal preferences and other such insight. 

• Marriott and IHG Hotels Group both do a great job with this, using 
iBeacons to alert the concierge that a guest is nearby. This allows them to 
pull up their information and provide truly relevant, personalized service. 

continued...>
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to unlimited free attractions (go-
karts, laser tag, mini golf, bumper 
cars and more) and was not open to 
the general paying public. On a more 
corporate scale, body-positive company, 
Torrid, invited VIP influencers 
(bloggers, models and entertainment 
personalities) to an exclusive pool party.

In a nutshell, even though VIPs are your best 
customers, there is still headroom to get them 
to them spend more/come in more frequently 
when they are given targeted incentives. 
In 2014, TGI Fridays identified their best 
customers as the number of accounts that 
make up 50% of their loyalty sales. That 
turned out to be only 2% of their membership 
base. To get them to spend more and burn 
the high point liability these super-spenders 
were sitting on, the brand turned to the idea 
of exclusive special events. Here (Figure 9), 
they invited VIPs to cash in points for tickets 
to their World Bartending Championship.  

FIGURE 9

Since every brand, industry and campaign is different, advice 
on defining your VIPs, campaigns to appreciate them, and 
specifics around contact type and frequency should be made 
on a case-by-case basis. Our loyalty consultants, customer 

experience team, and analytics department can help you with that. We 
also offer full communications auditing services in addition to creative 
execution (copywriting, design and front end development). Let our 
years of rewards-program specific experience and broad-spectrum 
marketing and branding expertise help you and your program be as 
successful as it can be. 
 
To truly innovate, you have to begin with a solid foundation of industry 
knowledge and hands-on experience, from there great things can be 
accomplished. We invite you to reach out to us for customized support 
and solutions for your loyalty marketing and VIP recognition efforts at 
kobie.com, today.  
 

IN SUMMARY
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ABOUT KOBIE    We are a loyalty marketing company that 
designs, builds, supports and optimizes customer experiences for many of the 
world’s most successful brands. Kobie believes in building relationships by 
deepening the emotional and behavioral connections brands have with their 
customers. Our integrated and innovative loyalty solutions deliver the most 
impactful results for our clients’ bottom line. To learn more, visit kobie.com.



No part of the contents of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, without the written 
permission of Kobie Marketing, Inc. © 2019 Kobie Marketing, Inc. All rights reserved.

We help companies increase enterprise 
value by measurably growing loyalty. 

Whatever your business issue may be, it’s likely we’ve 
addressed it and have a perspective. While industries 
may change, and trends come and go, insights can always 
inspire. Check out our expert advice from Kobie thought 
leaders on kobie.com.

Industries:   
    Retail, Membership & Subscription Services, 
     Financial Services, Travel & Hospitality,  
     Telecom, Entertainment and more.

kobie.com


